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Modern slavery exists today in many forms, including forced labor, involuntary servitude, debt
bondage, human trafficking and child labor. According to the Walk Free Foundation's Global Slavery
Index, published with input from the United Nations' International Labour Organization and the
International Organization for Migration (IOM), as of 2016, an estimated 40.3 million men, women and
children were trapped in modern slavery, including 24.9 million people who were victims of forced
labor including in global supply chains. Slavery is, of course, not the only issue affecting global supply
chains. As tragically demonstrated by the 2012 fire at the Tazreen Fashions garment factory in
Bangladesh that killed at least 111 people, and the 2013 Rana Plaza building collapse in Bangladesh
that killed over 1,130 people and injured more than 2,500 people, substandard and unsafe working
conditions in factories in which goods are manufactured by low cost labor can result in the same types
of risks, and human misery.
This is more than just an academic exercise for multinational companies. For Boards and C-suites, it is
a highly visible issue that shareholders, employees, NGOs, and other stakeholders are demanding be
addressed. Customers and counterparties are increasingly sensitive to how companies conduct
themselves—recent surveys show that larger sections of the public are more likely to make key
purchasing decisions, from selecting their clothes and coffee provider to choosing their employer,
based on a proven record of ethical and sustainable conduct.
More specifically, for business leaders and sales departments, it is a topic on which customers are
asking their vendors to take action through supplier codes of conduct and other measures. For
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marketing departments, it is an avenue to distinguish the company from its competitors. All of those
constituencies are clamoring before legal requirements are broached and champions of corporate
social responsibility even weigh in. On Aug. 19, 2019, the heads of nearly 200 U.S. companies, through
the Business Roundtable, announced that they are committing to a move away from the idea that the
main purpose of a company is to maximize shareholder value, in favor of the interests of all of its
stakeholders, including employees, suppliers and broader society, encompassing a commitment to
dealing fairly and ethically with its supply chain.
There is another important reason for multinational companies to be proactive—this trend has
translated into the regulatory arena. An increasing number of national governments around the world
have proposed or enacted legislation to address this issue, thus creating new areas of potential legal
exposure to multinational companies.
The U.S. has been in the forefront. On the federal level, Section 307 of the Tariff Act of 1930 prohibits
the importation of goods mined, produced or manufactured, wholly or in part, in any foreign country
by forced labor, including convict labor, forced child labor and indentured labor. Regulations
promulgated by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) allow for the issuance of withhold release
orders, requiring detention of goods at ports of entry when CBP agents reasonably believe that an
importer is attempting to enter goods made with forced labor. Individual U.S. states have also enacted
statutes. California enacted the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act of 2010, under which
companies with over $100 million in gross sales who do business in California are required to disclose
on their websites any efforts taken to eradicate human trafficking from their supply chains.
Outside the U.S., the U.K. enacted the U.K. Modern Slavery Act in 2015, which is modeled on the
California law. The Modern Slavery Act requires certain large companies doing business in the U.K. to
release reports on the steps they taken to consider the risks associated with suspected human
trafficking or forced labor in their businesses and throughout their supply chains. Australia passed a
similar Modern Slavery Act at the end of November 2018.
France also enacted what has been called the “Vigilance Law” in 2017, which requires large French
companies to establish an annual “vigilance plan,” including measures intended to prevent violations
of human rights in their own activities as well as in those of their subsidiaries and throughout their
supply chains. Under the Vigilance Law, companies that fail to publish or fail to follow their plans may
be required to compensate those who have suffered as a result of a company’s noncompliance.
More recently, on May 14, 2019, the Dutch Senate enacted a Child Labor Due Diligence Law, that
imposes obligations on companies selling goods or services to Dutch consumers as well as companies
otherwise doing business in the Netherlands to take certain steps to prevent child labor in their supply
chains. In short, the Dutch law requires companies doing business in the Netherlands or those who
provide goods or services to Dutch consumers—including only through online means, if there is explicit
targeting of the Dutch market—to assess their supply chains to identify any child labor risks and then
develop diligence and action plans to address and mitigate any such risks they find. The Dutch law
therefore goes beyond the other jurisdictions in the scope of its applicability. The Dutch law
furthermore requires companies subject to it to look beyond direct suppliers in their assessments and
plans, similar to the Australian law. Companies subject to the Dutch law must submit declarations
regarding their plans and efforts, which will be publicly posted. Noncompliant companies are subject
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to administrative fines if a complaint is lodged against them for failure to report or adhere to their own
plans, a feature not present in the U.K. or Australian laws. Persons having standing to file such a
complaint includes a wide range of actors, allowing any stakeholder with concrete evidence that a
company’s goods or services were produced with child labor to submit such a complaint. The law’s
effective date has yet to be determined, but will not be before Jan. 1, 2020.
Two additional countries are considering supply chain legislation—Canada and Germany—neither of
which currently has a comprehensive policy response to modern slavery and forced labor, a point
emphasized in Canada an October 2018 report by the Canadian Parliament's House Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Development entitled, ‟A Call to Action: Ending the
Use of all Forms of Child Labour in Supply Chains.” The Canadian government is considering a bill
similar to the U.K. and Australian laws, but that would also block imports to Canada of goods
manufactured or produced by forced or child labor.
As reported by the German press, the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development has drafted a law on mandatory human rights due diligence for German companies and
their supply chains. It has been reported that the draft text dated Feb. 1, 2019, sets forth the human
rights responsibilities of German companies in detail with regard to subsidiaries and contractors
abroad as well as containing proposed changes to the German Commercial Code. Key elements of the
draft law are reported to include: (i) the law is to apply to companies with over 250 employees and
more than 40 million Euros annual turnover (specific sectors mentioned include agriculture, energy,
mining, textile, leather and electronics); (ii) the law would require companies to carry out internal
supply chain risk assessments, appoint a compliance officer to monitor compliance with the law’s
requirements, as well as establish an effective complaints mechanism for foreign workers; (iii) the
Labour Inspectorate, the German Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health and the Human
Rights Commissioner of the German Government are responsible for enforcement and monitoring; (iv)
potential sanctions for violations are include fines of up to five million Euros, imprisonment and
exclusion from public procurement procedures in Germany.
In addition to statutes, a number of aspirational standards have been promulgated by non-government
actors. For example, the United Nations UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)
have been widely recognized as the gold standard. The UNGPs are not legally binding, but widespread
business acceptance to them has resulted in their increasing influence and importance. The UNGPs
require businesses to respect human rights, including conducting assessments through due diligence of
actual and potential human rights impacts arising from their own conduct or that to which they
contribute or are directly linked through their business relationships (including suppliers and
customers). Companies are expected to act based on the results of their assessments, to track the
effectiveness of their efforts and communicate openly about them. The UNGPs set the standard for
international corporate best practices, with courts and regulators using them as a reference point with
increasing frequency.
In light of this increase in regulatory activity in this area, companies should closely examine whether
they have an obligation to take action under these new laws. Identifying and managing potential
human rights issues for large multinational companies with complex global supply chains, can be
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daunting, and must be based on an organizational commitment to creating a culture that respects
human rights. Companies should consider the following steps to the extent they have not yet done:
•

Publishing supplier codes of conduct that are aligned with both statutory and aspirational
standards.

•

Codifying their minimum expectations of suppliers.

•

Requiring suppliers to ensure that their own suppliers adhere to those codes and policies.

•

Publishing supplier codes of conduct which are aligned with both statutory and aspirational
standards, codifying their minimum expectations of suppliers.

•

Mapping suppliers to gain a better understanding of their supply chain, and adopting a riskbased approach to focus efforts on higher risk supplies or jurisdictions.

•

Including human rights-related red flags into supplier selection processes.

•

Including contractual protections, and seeking transparency in the form of audit, access and
reporting obligations.

•

Expanding existing risk management systems to include supply chain risks.

•

Undertaking in-depth human rights impact assessments on high risk parts of their supply chain.
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